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THCRtAL mm :iFF!';CTS ASSOCBT',n '[IITa A STEEL COPED CYLINDRICAL
CONCRGT"; Sl:T;CI/.EN

by

J'. H. HeG-uire and Margaret Law

Introduction

A pr-ogramme of work has been started to determine the effect .of,
high t~mperatures on the bond strength between concrete and, steel•. ,.A'
specimen of reinforced concrete is heated with the object of recording
the temperature of the steel-concrete interface at the time of bond .
f'a i.Lune , It is therefore important that the t.empcr-abur-e distribution
(Ncr the length of the interface should be as uniform as possible. ,'In
this note the temperature distributions at the,en0s of the specimen
are considered and methods of obtaining a uniform interface temperature
are suggested.

Conditions of test'

The spccimens are concrote cylinders 4~ illo in d iame'te r and' ;; in.
in height, uith a,t in. diameter silver steel reinforcing rod which
projects from the Lower end of the concrete so that a Load can be'
aprLLcd between the steel and the concrete. The specimen is heated
in a cylindrical electrical·furnace.

I,lethod of ca' culation

Accurate calculation of the 'transient tem:oerature distribution
wi thdn the specimen would be extremely Iabor Lous and would not be
justified as the t'ernperctures at the ends of the spccnnen arc known only
approximately. Since the temperature rise of the furnace is slow, the
problem is considered to be' approximately s be ady state and temperature
predictions are made by <PlJIloarison of the' various, thermal, resistances
to f'Low of heat vlithin thc' spccimen. The radial thermal resistance
of the concrete annuius, ·the axial thenlal resistance of the rod and
the cooling resistance from the end of the rod arc calculated in'
Appendices 1, 2 and 3 and are ill~~trated'inFigure 1.

Each end of the specimen i'l consLdcred separately and methods of
obtaining a lrrliforrr, interface temperature are discussed,

Upper surfacc

The resistance to heat flow representing coo.linr.. fron the end
of the rod (2,100 units, see Figure 1) is large comparcdwith all
the other thermal resistances in the region of .the upper surface and
the cooling from the end of the rod may therefore bo neglected; "
The thermal resistance associated "lith the" cooling from the top surface
of the concrete, on the other hand, is low and will illfltience the' ' '
temperaturc of the top region. Since the total axial thermal
res istance of the mctal rod is not negligibly small compared with the
thermal resistances through ,ihich hcat is flowing to the ne taL, the
end effects to be expected in the temperature distribution throughout
the concrete ui:I.l i also pr.oduce: non-untrormtty in the metal temperature.
Reducing the end'·cff~~t"associated·'YI.iththe concrete would be the
most direct method of-ensuring a 'more un~form metal-concrete interface
temperature. In order to calcUlate the temperature distribution at
the end the specimen is considered to be of solid concrete.
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It may t.hcn be compared with a finite cylinder with temperaturc 90
at the curved surf'aco , cooling to the atmosphere at each e'nd, The
specimen is not cooling at the lower end but it may be considered as one
half of a cylinder cooling at both ends. For a finite cylinder twice
the length of the specimen the temperature on the axis one radius
length from the end is O'94 9 0 (sec Appendix 4). As the furnace extends
beyond the specimen in the practical casc the temperature on the axis
one radius length from this end ''''ill be vory, ne ar-Iy 9 0 , The end
effccts can therefore be expected to ex tend only over a length of just
over 2 in. in the specimen under consideration. From this information
the following alternative r'ccommmda'tLona Can be made to ensure a uniform
metal-concrete interface temperature in the required specimen.

1) The specimen should be capped by a 2 in. to 2t in. high
concrete qylinder, or

2) The specimen should be capped by a 1 in. high concrete
cylinder together with a thickncss of another material having an axial
thermal resistance at least as great as that of 1 in. to 1t in, of
concrete (e.g. t in. asbestos wood).

Tl'e bottom of the specimen

The thermal conditions at the bottom of the speodrmn differ from
those at the upper surface in that the steel rod projccts from the' end
and, since the concrcte is 'supported by an insulating material,
convective cooling is absent. ,It will be necessary to heat the steel
supporting block so that' :;.ts ,tempera,turc rises at approximately the
same rate as that of the steel core. In this' way it forms a guard
ring. The correct rate of heating::may be achieved by interposing, an
asbestos collar of suitable thickness between the furnace wall and the
steel supporting block.

Conclusions

The recOmmcndations given: in this note can be summarised as,
follows.

The top of the specimen .should be capped by either:-

1) A 2 in. to 2t in. high concrete cylinder, or

2) A 1 in. high concrete cylinder together with a thickness of
another material giving the same order of thermal resistance
as 1 in. to 1t irJ., of concrete.

At the bottom of the specamen the thickness of, an insulating
material interposed between the furnace wall and the metal parts linked
to the steel reinforced rod should be adjusted so that at the time of
bend 'failure the projecting portion of the rod and the portion' above it
wi~11inthe speeimen will be at approximately the same temperature.
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'Appendix 1

The radial thermal resistance of an annulus of
. the. concrete

The thermal resistance bo twcon the outer and inner faces of an
annulus 1 em. in height is given by

where K = thermal conductivity, taken as

0'0022 cal em-1 sec-1 00-1

r = radius, limits being taken as

r =
I

0'375
2

x 2'54 em.

r = 4'25. x 2' 54 em.
2. 2

Evaluating this expression gives

R = 176 c,g.s. units/per ~m height.
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Appendix 2

,
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The axial thermal resistancc per, em length 'of rod is given by
I

R = 1
AK

00-1•

where' A is
x 2·54 'fm.) and
cal an- sec-1

the eross sectional area of'the rod (of diameter O· 375
K is the thermal conductivity, taken as 0·11

Evalw.ting thi s expression give s

R = 12·7 c.g.s, units/em ;lCngth.

I
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Appendix 3

Tho equivalent 'resisfaricid representing co61iIig..frein
the end of tho rod

The thermal resistance representing cooliilg fran the end of the'.
rod will be given by

R = l}/mit area
A

where A is thEi arca of ·the end of the rod. (of diameter O· 375 x 2' 54 em)
.and 1\is the resistance representing cooling from unit area (1 cm2):

Rcis itself a function of temperature and including the 'effects of
both radiation and convection it may be taken to have a value of
1,500 c. g. s, units where the surface tel1Ifcrature is 300ce.

Using these values in the expression for R gives :

R =2,100 c.g.s. units.
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Appendix 4 ,
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The axial.·temperature diatribution in a solid cylinder

For bhc finite cylinder o.(r<>:\, o<z(l, with r = a kept at eo
and, radiation ~nj;o mcd.Lum at zero a~ the other surfaces, the temperature
v is given by ~ 1) ,

where are the pos I tive roots of .'
I
I

2o<h
<:1 2.:- 1<~

and a =radius of cylinder
1 = length of cvLi.nder-

h = H
K

H = cooling coefficient'
K = thermal conductivitY.

For r = 0 t':lis reduces to

where ;1~
y

H may be taken as 0.67 x 10-} cal cm-2 sec-1 oC- 1 for a surface temperature
of }COoC.

Thennal conductivity of concrete = -0022 cal em-1 see-1 0C-1 = K

Length of specimen = 23 em = ~/2
Radius of specimen =5'4 em ='0.

For z = a/2
z =a

ERH

v = '8180
v = '94lio

..
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